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In [l] and [2] a construction of a bijection 9TC3<->3TCiX 9TC2 is given,

where 3H» is the set of maximal modular (two-sided) ideals in the

Banach algebra A i (i=l, 2, 3) and where^43 = ^4i®7^42 is the greatest

cross-norm tensor product of Ai and A2. In a recent correction [3]

it is shown that there is indeed a closed 1-1 mapping 9TCi X 'M2-^'3\Z3

when hull-kernel topologies are used. However, it is an open question

when this mapping is surjective. In this note we show that the map-

ping is onto when one of the Banach algebras Ai and A2 is commuta-

tive. Also we give a correct proof of a theorem in [5], the original

proof depended on [2].

The methods employed are adaptions of those in [6].

Suppose Ai and A2 are Banach algebras and suppose Ai is com-

mutative. Let 9TC; be the set of maximal modular (two-sided) ideals.

Each &£9TCi is a continuous C-valued homomorphism and induces a

homomorphism

<bh:A3-^ A2

defined by

CO CO

t = ^Z an ® a2i E A3 => d>h(t) = X h(au)a2i E A2.
»=i t=i

Theorem 1. If Ai, A2, A3 = Ai®A2 are Banach algebras with spaces

3TC,- of maximal modular ideals and if Ai is commutative then there is a

bijection

f:9TCi X 9Tr2 —> £nr3.

This bijection is given by the following:

M3<^A3 is an element of 3TC3 if and only if there is a continuous

homomorphism hE'SKi and a maximal modular ideal M2G3H2 such that

M3 = 4>Kl(M2) = T(h, M2).

When the algebras have identities the mapping T is identical with

the one defined in [3] and, consequently, is closed with respect to the

hull-kernel topologies.
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Proof. Sufficiency. Suppose hE^-i, M2G31X2 with identities modulo

the ideal Mi and U2, respectively, and suppose M3=<pH1(Mi). Clearly,

M3 is a modular ideal with wi®«2 as an identity modulo M3. Suppose

Mi^M3. From the definition of M3 we get <bh(M3)^Mi, i.e.

<Pk(M3) =A2, since Mi is maximal. Therefore, there is tEM3 so that

<j>hit) =Ut. Now,<bhit—ui®ui) =<phit)—hiui)Ui = U2 — U2 = 0sot—Ui®Ui

EM3QMi; hence ui®U2EMi and Mi =A3. It follows that M3 is

maximal.

To prove that every M3E^z is of the form fa1 (Mi) for some

&E3TCi, M2G3IX2 suppose first that Ai and ^42 have identities, both

denoted by e. Let MsE^z- Let ir:A3-^>A3/M3 be the canonical map-

ping and let Wi be the restriction of w to At via the identifications

Ai<-> Ai ® e C A3,        Ai<-+ e ® ^42 £ A3.

The kernel of 7Ti is easily seen to be AiC\M3 so in the diagram below

provided us by the induced mapping theorem TJ'.Ai/AiC\M3-^>A3/M3

is seen to be an isomorphism.

Ai-> A3/M3

<r\ / U

Ai/AiC\M3

Since Ai is commutative triiAi) is an abelian subalgebra of

^43/M3. Since wi(Ai) and ir2(^42) commute elementwise, tti(^4i) C

center(7ti(41)^2(^2))- Consequently, from Ai®A2 being dense in

Ai®yA2 we infer that iri(Ai) Ccenter ^43/M3. From the diagram we

then conclude U(Ai/AiC\M3) = U(<r(Ai)) =wi(Ai) Ccenter(^43/Af3).

Therefore Ai/AiH\Ms=C because A3/M3 is primitive [7, p. 61]. It

follows that Ai(~\M3 is a maximal ideal of Ai and consequently is an

element, h, of 31Xi.

Next we show that kernel (qbh)^M3. But this follows immediately

from the observation that

W  =   TTi O <bh

together with kernel (ir) = M3. (7t=7T2 o<bh is seen to hold by noting

that both sides of the equation are continuous and coincide on

Ai®Ai, i.e. everywhere.)

We now show that Af3=^1(M2) where MiE^-i- Since <bh is surjec-

tive, <bh(M3) is an ideal in Ai. If tph(M3)=Ai then there is tEM3 so

that (f>k(t)=eEA2 and hence <bh(t — e®e) =0. Since kernel (4>h)^iM3,

e®eEM3, i.e. M3 = A3. It follows that cbh(M3) is a proper ideal. Let
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M2~^<Pk(M3) be a maximal ideal. We claim that M3=<pn~1(M2). Since

M3 as well as <f>^1(M2) are maximal (see the sufficiency part of this

proof) it suffices to note that M3Qcp^1(M2).

Before removing the assumption concerning the presence of iden-

tities we show that the mapping defined above is identical with that

of [3].

Let £f"» be the set of closed (two-sided) ideals in Ai (i=l, 2, 3).

Then Gelbaum defines the following mappings 5 and T.

If IiE'Si (i=l, 2) then

22: .4 3 3 I = JZ an ® au -* JZ («i«/A) ® (a2i/I2)

E Ai/11   ®y A ill 2

and T(h, h) = kernel (R)E$z-
U I3E$s then

Gi'.Ai 3 ai -* ai ® ell3 E A3/I3,

G2:A2 3 a2—* e ® a2/I3 E A3/I3;

kernel (G,)=/,-, * = 1, 2 and S(I3) = (IU I2)E$iX$2. Note that

S(I3) = (I3r\Ai®e, I3C\e®A2).

It is then shown that ST is the identity on 3TCiX3TC2 and that 5

induces a mapping 5: 3TC3—>3Tli X 3TI2, while T induces T: 9TCi X 3TC2—>9TC3

with the property that ST is the identity on 3TCiX9TC2. Actually T

and 5 are defined as choice functions; if (Mi, M2)£9TCiX3TC2 then

T(Mi, M2)E$z- Take any M3E^z such that M3^T(Mi, M2) and

define T(MU M2) = M3. Similarly, if M3E^z and S(M3) = (Iu I2)E$i

X52 pick MiE^i such that IiQMi (i = l, 2) and define S(M3)
= (Mi, M2). We shall show that in our situation T(h, M2) =<pn~1(M2)

for every (h, Af2)£9TCiX3Tl2; this will show that T is surjective and

that S=f-\ Let (h, M2)EMiiX'3ri2; then T(h, Af2)=kernel (R),

where

R:t = ^Z au ® a2i —> 2Z au/h ® a2i/M2

= X h(an)a2i/M2

= ( ^Z h(au)a2i)/M2

= <ph(i)/M2,

i.e. tETQi, M2) if and only if <pn(t)EM2 so

T(h, M2) = d>irl(M2).

It follows that M3 = T(h, M2)EWl3. We have shown that Gelbaum's
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mapping T is identical with that introduced here. Theorem 1 [3]

gives us the result that T is closed with respect to the hull-kernel

topologies.

If Ai and ^42 do not necessarily have identities, let Ai (i=l, 2) be

the smallest algebra with an identity containing Ai and let A3 = Ai

®yA2. Then A3 can be viewed as an ideal in A3 [2, Lemma 2]. What

remains to be shown is that if Af3G3TC3 then we can find hE^-i and

M2G3IX2 such that M3=<pn~1(Mi). Let ikf3G31X3 and let u be an identity

mod M3. Define

M3 = {t E A3, ut E M3 and lu E M3}.

Then the following holds:

(a) M3QM3, and

(b) u is an identity (in A3) mod M3.

(a) is clear, and (b) is proved in [2, Lemma 4].

Let M3 be a maximal modular ideal containing M3. Since M3 is

proper u(£Mi. By the part already proved we can find maximal

modular ideals hC^Ai and Mi^A2 such that

Mi = <t>T(Mi).

If h^Ai or if M2^A2 then <bn(u) =0, i.e. uEMi which is a contra-

diction. It follows that hr\Ai = hE^i and J0"2n,42 = Af2E31X2. Left

to show is that

M3 = <h(Mi).

Both sides of this expression are maximal ideals so it suffices to show

M3<^<p~h\M2);
but

tEM3=*tE A3C\Mi

=^4>l(t) E Mi(~\Ai = Mi.

Also (\>n(t) =4>h(t), since h = h~r\Ai, so

<Ph(M3) C M2    i.e. M3 C fa (M2).

This finishes the proof.

A Banach algebra is strongly semisimple if the intersection of all

maximal modular two-sided ideals is {0}.

Let X be the "least cross-norm" [8] and let T'.Ai®yAi—>Ai®\Ai

be the canonical mapping (the extension to all of ^4i®T^42 of the

identity on the algebraic tensor product Ai®Ai).
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Theorem 2 [5]. Suppose Ai and A2 are strongly semisimple Banach

algebras and suppose Aiis commutative. Then Ai ®yA2 is strongly semi-

simple if and only if

r:Ai®yA2-+A1®\A2

is 1-1.

Proof. Suppose r is 1-1. Since Ai is commutative, Theorem 1 tells

us that Theorem 2 [3] applies so A3 = Ai® y A2 is strongly semisimple.

Suppose conversely that Ai®yA2 is strongly semisimple. Then if

tEA3 and ty^O we can find Jf3E3TC3So that t(£Mi=fa1(M2) for some

(h, M2)EydiX'3K2 (by Theorem 1). Consequently, <j>h(t)^M2 and in

particular <pn(t) 5*0 so there is a2 EA2 (the dual space of A2) for which

a2((ph(t))y^0. Since X(T(t))=sup\af®a2(t)\ where the supremum is

taken when at ranges over the unit ball of Af (i=l, 2) and since

a2 (<t>h(t)) =h®a2 (t), as an easy computation shows, we conclude that

X(t(0)5*0 and hence that t is 1-1.

Remark. It is easy to see that if Ai is commutative and Ai®y A2

is strongly semisimple then Ai and A2 are strongly semisimple:

a2 E Hjif2e3rr2 M2 if and only if fa1(a?) = 0 for every /s£3TCi by Theorem

1 and the strong semisimplicity of Ai®yA2. Since<f>h(ai®a2) =hi(ai)a2

it follows that ax®a2 = 0 for any aiEAi, i.e. a2 = 0. Similarly,

aiEflhe^Mih implies that <ph(ai®a2) = 0 for every hE^-i and every

a2EA2, i.e. ax®a2 = 0 by the strong semisimplicity of Ai®y A2 so

ai = 0.

Corollary 1. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, A a Banach

algebra and L1(G, A) the algebra of Bochner-integrable functions from

G to A with convolution multiplication. Then L1(G, A) is strongly

semisimple if and only if A is strongly semisimple.

Proof.L^G, A)=L\G)®yA [4]. Moreover,r:L1(G)®yA->L1(G)

®\ A is 1-1 since LX(G) satisfies Grothendieck's condition of approxi-

mation [4]. The sufficiency then follows from Theorem 2, since Ll(G)

is known to be (strongly) semisimple [9]. The necessity is covered by

the above remark.

Corollary 2 [9, Theorem 1.7]. Let G be an abelian locally com-

pact group and H a compact group. Then Ll(GXH) is strongly semi-

simple.

Proof. Ll(GXH) = Ll(G)®yL1(H) [4] and Ll(H) is strongly semi-

simple [9].
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